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Arousal and sleep circuits
Barbara E. Jones1

The principal neurons of the arousal and sleep circuits are comprised by glutamate and GABA neurons, which are distributed
within the reticular core of the brain and, through local and distant projections and interactions, regulate cortical activity
and behavior across wake-sleep states. These are in turn modulated by the neuromodulatory systems that are comprised
by acetylcholine, noradrenaline, dopamine, serotonin, histamine, orexin (hypocretin), and melanin-concentrating hormone
(MCH) neurons. Glutamate and GABA neurons are heterogeneous in their profiles of discharge, forming distinct functional
cell types by selective or maximal discharge during (1) waking and paradoxical (REM) sleep, (2) during slow wave sleep, (3)
during waking, or (4) during paradoxical (REM) sleep. The neuromodulatory systems are each homogeneous in their profile
of discharge, the majority discharging maximally during waking and paradoxical sleep or during waking. Only MCH
neurons discharge maximally during sleep. They each exert their modulatory influence upon other neurons through excitatory
and inhibitory receptors thus effecting a concerted differential change in the functionally different cell groups. Both arousal
and sleep circuit neurons are homeostatically regulated as a function of their activity in part through changes in receptors.
The major pharmacological agents used for the treatment of wake and sleep disorders act upon GABA and neuromodulatory
transmission.
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INTRODUCTION
Arousal circuits comprise multiple diverse, partially redundant
systems which promote behavioral arousal that is accompanied
by cortical activation. Arousal is stimulated by multiple condi-
tions of the external and/or internal environments, which elicit
varying somatic and/or autonomic responses appropriate to
those conditions. Waking (W) is a state characterized by
behavioral arousal along with cortical activation of differing
degrees, which are reflected in polygraphic recordings by
muscle tone on the electromyogram (EMG) and fast activity
within a gamma range (30–60 Hz and/or above) on the
electroencephalogram (EEG) (Fig. 1). Active or attentive waking
(aW) is distinguished from quiet waking (qW) by high tonic and
phasic muscle tone along with maximal amplitude of gamma
activity coincident with high rhythmic theta activity (6–10 Hz)
[1]. Sleep which is typified by a behavioral quiescent state is
actually comprised of two distinct states: slow wave sleep (SWS)
characterized by the distinctive spindle (10–14 Hz) and slow
wave (delta 0.5–4 Hz) activity on the EEG and rapid eye
movement (REM) or paradoxical sleep (PS) characterized by
REM or also more essentially by behavioral sleep with complete
postural muscle atonia accompanied paradoxically by cortical
activation similar to that during W (Fig. 1). Although sleep was
once considered to be a passive deactivation of the central
nervous system, it has been found to involve an active process
of inhibition of the multiple arousal circuits, which is differential
for SWS and PS. The following review is intended to provide an
overview of the major arousal circuits and their regulation by
sleep-promoting circuits.

NEURONS IN THE RETICULAR CORE UTILIZING AMINO ACID
NEUROTRANSMITTERS CONSTITUTE AROUSAL AND SLEEP
CIRCUITS
The reticular formation and ascending reticular activating system
From the classical work of Moruzzi and Magoun and their
colleagues [2], it has been known that the brainstem reticular
formation (RF) is critically important for the stimulation and
maintenance of W, including behavioral arousal and cortical
activation, since large lesions of the RF resulted in coma in animals
and humans [3–5]. Neurons distributed through the medullary,
pontine, and mesencephalic RF (RFMes) give rise to descending
reticulo-spinal projections which facilitate movement and postural
muscle tone with multiple behaviors during W [6, 7] (Figs. 1 and 2).
Also distributed through these regions, but more highly concen-
trated in the more rostral pontine and RFMes are neurons which
give rise to ascending projections into the forebrain which
stimulate cortical activation [8–10]. Although yet to be studied
fully with in situ hybridization or genetic techniques, most of the
large projection neurons of the RF are considered to be glutamate
(Glu) neurons and can be distinguished from smaller intermingled
neurons which contain the synthetic enzyme for GABA (glutamic
acid decarboxylase). GABA neurons represent approximately a
third of all neurons in the RF [10, 11] and relatively small
percentages of the long spinal and forebrain projecting neurons
[12, 13]. Single unit recording studies indicated that most neurons
in the RFMes with ascending projections discharge in association
with cortical activation during both W and PS [8] (Figs. 1 and 2).
Other neurons of the pontomesencephalic tegmentum (PMT)
which would have been involved in lesions that were associated
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with coma or diminished arousal would encompass those of the
neuromodulatory systems, including acetylcholine (ACh), nora-
drenaline (NA), and dopamine (DA) neurons along with inter-
mingled Glu and GABA neurons (see below) [14]. Moreover, Glu
neurons in the parabrachial nuclei which receive relays from
autonomic afferent inputs have also been found to be important
in stimulating and maintaining cortical activation [15, 16].
Forming the ascending reticular activating system, the RF

neurons project together with other neuromodulatory systems
into the forebrain along a dorsal pathway to the midline and
intralaminar thalamic nuclei of the nonspecific thalamo-cortical
projection system, which gives rise in turn to widespread or
diffuse projections to the cerebral cortex and has the capacity to
stimulate widespread and long-lasting cortical activation [17–19].
In addition, there is a ventral extra-thalamic pathway which
ascends via the medial forebrain bundle (MFB) through and into
the lateral hypothalamus (LH) and basal forebrain (BF) from where
other neurons, including ACh containing neurons, project up to
the cerebral cortex [9, 20]. Like the neurons of the brainstem RF,
those residing along this ventral pathway have long radiating
dendrites sitting amongst the MFB passing fibers and thus form a
rostral continuation of the reticular core, which is also crucially
involved in the relay and maintenance of cortical activation
[15, 21, 22].
Neurons of the nonspecific thalamo-cortical projection system,

like those of the specific thalamic relay projection system
discharge in a relatively tonic manner in association with cortical
activation during W and PS, but they also discharge during SWS
not at a different average rate but in a different mode, a bursting
mode that is correlated with cortical spindles and slow waves [23]
(Fig. 2, gray filled red symbols). All thalamo-cortical projection
neurons are excitatory neurons utilizing Glu as a neurotransmitter.
Their discharge and activity pattern is under the influence of GABA
neurons located in what was called the thalamic reticularis or
reticular nucleus (TRN) because of the long dendrites of its
neurons. The TRN neurons surround the dorsal thalamus and
project in a topographically organized manner onto the thalamo-
cortical projection neurons (Fig. 2). Like the thalamic relay
neurons, the thalamic reticular neurons discharge in a relatively
tonic or single spike mode during W and PS and discharge in a
bursting mode during SWS [24, 25]. Indeed, these GABA TRN
neurons function within a thalamo-cortico-thalamic loop to shape
the firing of the relay and nonspecific thalamo-cortical neurons
[26]. Within this circuit, the average discharge rate of the neurons
is not necessarily different across states, but the mode or pattern
of discharge is, such that SWS represents a metabolically restful
state for the thalamus and cortex [27], despite the bursting

discharge and likely because of the long hyperpolarization
between bursts through Up-Down states of the slow oscillation
[28]. The most recent studies employing genetic techniques for
specific labeling and optogenetic activation of thalamo-cortical
neurons have confirmed the importance of the nonspecific
thalamic nuclei in stimulating widespread cortical activation of
W but also the Up state of the slow oscillation during SWS, when
these neurons burst and lead the Up state in the cortex [29].
In contrast to the thalamic nonspecific cortical projection

neurons, the neurons within the ventral extra-thalamic pathway
and relay do show significant differences in their average rate of
discharge across wake-sleep states, such that some can be
virtually off during SWS and on during W and PS, suggesting a
fundamental role in determining the wake-sleep states. Such a
role was first suggested for and attributed to neuromodulatory
systems, including the ACh and monoamine neurons [30], as will
be reviewed below, but appears increasingly to be essentially
mediated by networks of excitatory and inhibitory neurons, as we
first learned in the BF cholinergic cell area (Fig. 2). Whereas it was
originally thought that the basalo-cortical projection neurons were
uniquely ACh neurons, it was learned that roughly equivalent
numbers of GABA and Glu neurons contributed to that projection
while innervating different target neurons in the cortex
[20, 31, 32]. Other GABA and Glu neurons in the BF project
caudally to the posterior hypothalamus (PH) and beyond into the
PMT [33–35]. Using juxtacellular recording and identification of
neurons in the BF, it was determined that approximately half of
the neurons in the region discharge at a maximal rate in
association with fast gamma cortical activity during W and PS
and were thus called W/PS-max-active neurons [36] (Figs. 1 and 2).
These units were comprised by ACh, GABA, and Glu neurons.
However, whereas all ACh neurons were W/PS-max-active neurons
(below), the GABA and Glu neurons were heterogeneous and
comprised other principal functional cell types, including SWS-
max active, W-max active, and PS-max active in addition to state
(wsp)-equivalent or state-indifferent neurons (Fig. 3). Each of these
different functional cell types displayed significant changes in
discharge rate across the three major states and manifested
changes in rate between aW and qW and in the transitional stages
between W and SWS (tSWS) and between SWS and PS (tPS). Based
upon neuroanatomical and electrophysiological evidence, it is
assumed that the W/PS-max and SWS-max active neurons give
rise to ascending projections to the cortex and can reciprocally
influence fast gamma EEG activity such as to respectively promote
cortical activation or slow wave activity on the cortex. It is also
assumed that W-max-active and PS-max-active neurons give rise
to descending projections and can reciprocally influence postural
muscle tone recorded on the EMG such as to respectively promote
behavioral W and arousal or behavioral sleep. It was moreover
hypothesized and realized in a dynamical systems model that the
GABA and Glu neurons through projections onto different distant
target neurons and local interactions of mutual inhibition between
pairs within the EEG and the EMG modules could generate the
oscillations in cortical fast activity and muscle tone across wake-
sleep states and accordingly generate the three states of W, SWS,
and PS [37].

Preoptic area and hypothalamus
The four principal functional cell types of wake-sleep regulatory
circuits have been found in other areas of the forebrain, including
importantly the preoptic area (POA) (Fig. 2), where W/PS-max and
W-max active neurons were recorded in addition to SWS-max and
PS-max active neurons in nuclei, such as the ventrolateral preoptic
(VLPO) and median/medial preoptic nuclei, which have been
considered to be sleep centers [38–42]. From the early studies of
von Economo [43] and Nauta [44], the anterior hypothalamus and
POA appeared to be critical for sleep, whereas the PH and LH
appeared to be the most important for W as the rostral

Fig. 1 Sleep-wake states in the rat shown by EEG and EMG activity
across the three major states, Waking (W), Slow Wave Sleep (SWS),
and Paradoxical Sleep (PS) and their sub states (active, a, and quiet,
q, W) or transitional (t) stages. Colors represent different activities of
the EEG and EMG in the different states and the symbols the
different neurons which discharge maximally during those states or
activities, as represented in Figs. 2 and 3. PF, prefrontal cortex; RS,
retrosplenial cortex
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continuation of the ascending reticular activating system. So, it
was surprising to learn that both wake- and sleep-active neurons
could be located in both the POA and the PH [38, 45, 46]. With the
identification of GABA in addition to Glu neurons through these
regions, it was thought that perhaps the GABA neurons were the
sleep-promoting neurons [47, 48], but these neurons also proved
to be heterogeneous in their involvement in sleep versus wake, as
evident in c-Fos studies [49]. On the other hand, in the c-Fos and
electrophysiological studies in the POA and BF, it appeared that
the GABA neurons, which were the most active during sleep, bore
adrenergic α2 receptors (Aα2R) (Fig. 2) associated with inhibition
in response to NA (see below) [50, 51]. Thus, as was found in the
BF, both GABA and Glu neurons are involved in generating each

wake-sleep state, their roles depending upon their discharge
profiles, the receptors they bear to neuromodulatory inputs along
with their specific projections, which can be to local or distant
specific target neurons.
Recent studies applying optogenetic tagging together with

retrograde tracing showed that specific photoactivation of those
GABA neurons in the POA which project to the tuberomammillary
nucleus (TMN), where histamine (HA) neurons are located,
promoted SWS along with the transition into PS [52]. Optrode
recording of these TMN projecting GABA neurons revealed them
to be typical of PS-max active neurons, discharging at progres-
sively higher rates in the passage from W to SWS and PS. On the
other hand, photoactivation of all GABA neurons in the POA did

Fig. 2 Sleep-wake state neural systems. Sagittal schematic view of the rat brain depicting neurons with their chemical neurotransmitters,
pathways, and discharge profiles by which they influence cortical activity or behavior across the sleep/wake cycle. Waking (W) is characterized
by fast (gamma, >30 Hz) activity on the cortical EEG (upper left) and high postural muscle tone on the neck EMG (lower right); slow wave sleep
(SWS) by slow EEG (delta, <4 Hz) and low tone on the EMG; and paradoxical sleep (PS) by fast EEG and atonia on the EMG (Fig. 1). Neurons that
are active during W (red symbols) include cells with ascending projections toward the cortex, which stimulate fast cortical activity (filled
symbols), and cells with descending projections toward the spinal cord, which stimulate motor activity with postural muscle tone typical of
behavioral W (open symbols). Those with predominantly ascending projections discharge in association with fast EEG activity (gamma+) and
decrease or cease firing with delta activity (delta−) to be maximally active during W and PS (W/PS-max active, filled red symbols). (Those with
similar average rates of discharge but different modes of discharge across states are red filled with gray.) They include glutamate (Glu), GABA,
and acetylcholine (ACh) neurons. Those with more diffuse or descending projections discharge in association with behavioral arousal and
EMG activity (EMG+) and decrease or cease firing with muscle atonia to be active during W and quiet during PS (EMG+, W-max active, open
red symbols); they include Glu, GABA, noradrenaline (NA), serotonin (Ser), histamine (HA), and orexin (Orx or hypocretin) neurons. Neurons
that are active during sleep include cells with ascending projections toward the cortex, which discharge maximally with slow wave activity
during SWS (gamma−, delta+, SWS-max active, blue symbols) and those with descending projections toward the hypothalamus, brainstem,
or spinal cord, which discharge maximally with muscle atonia during PS (EMG-, PS-max active, aqua symbols). They include GABA (with some
glycine, Gly), Glu, and MCH neurons. Among these functionally distinguished cell types, certain have been shown to bear specific receptors to
the neuromodulatory chemicals, including ACh inhibitory muscarinic type 2 receptors (AChM2R) on behavioral wake-active neurons,
adrenergic excitatory (Aα1R) receptors on behavioral wake-active neurons, adrenergic inhibitory (Aα2R) receptors on slow EEG-active and
behavioral sleep-active neurons, serotonergic (5-hydroxytryptamine) inhibitory (5HT1AR) receptors on fast EEG-active neurons and Orx
excitatory (Orx1/2R) receptors on behavioral wake-active neurons. 7 g, genu 7th nerve; ac, anterior commissure; ACh, acetylcholine; BF, basal
forebrain; CPu, caudate putamen; Cx, cortex; DA, dopamine; DR, dorsal raphe; EEG, electroencephalogram; EMG, electromyogram; GiA,
gigantocellular, alpha part RF; Gi RF, gigantocellular RF; GiV, gigantocellular, ventral part RF; Glu, glutamate; Gly, glycine; GP, globus pallidus;
HA, histamine; Hi, hippocampus; ic, internal capsule; LC, locus coeruleus nucleus; LDT, laterodorsal tegmental nucleus; PH, posterior
hypothalamus; MCH, melanin-concentrating hormone; Mes RF, mesencephalic RF; NA, noradrenaline; opt, optic tract; Orx, orexin; PnC,
pontine, caudal part RF; PnO, pontine, oral part RF; POA, preoptic area; PPT, pedunculopontine tegmental nucleus; PS, paradoxical sleep; RF,
reticular formation; RT, reticular thalamic nucleus; s, solitary tract; scp, superior cerebellar peduncle; Ser, serotonin; SN, substantia nigra; Sol,
solitary tract nucleus; SWS, slow wave sleep; Th, thalamus; VTA, ventral tegmental area; W, wake. (Modified with permission from Jones [199])
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not evoke SWS but W. Photoactivation of the specific Glu neurons
in the POA which project to the TMN elicited W. These results
clearly demonstrate that functionally different GABA and Glu
neurons lie intermingled in regions previously considered as sleep
centers and can promote different wake-sleep states by their
specific activities and projections.
Also in the PH and LH, which was considered a W center,

recording studies identified sleep-active GABA neurons that were
predominantly PS-max active neurons and were found inter-
mingled with other GABA and non-GABA (including Glu) W/PS-
max active and W-max active neurons [53]. Yet, optogenetic and
chemogenetic activation of all GABA neurons in the LH did not
enhance SWS or PS, but instead promoted W through what was
discovered to be disinhibition via a projection from some LH
GABA neurons onto GABA neurons in the TRN [54] and others
onto GABA neurons in the VLPO [55]. Thus, as in the BF and POA,
GABA together with Glu neurons having different activity profiles
and projections lie intermingled in the LH and can by their specific
activities and projections along with receptors promote different
wake-sleep states. Although attempts at identifying these
functionally different subtypes by colocalization of different
calcium-binding proteins (such as parvalbumin) or peptides (such

as somatostatin or galanin) in GABA neurons have been made,
these markers have also not allowed the distinction of wake-active
versus sleep-active GABA neurons [56–58]. In summary, the
ostensible predominant influence of any region likely depends
upon relative densities of the different GABA and Glu functional
cell types.

Pharmacological evidence for the importance of Glu and GABA
neurotransmitters
Clearly through the brainstem RF, thalamus, and reticular core of
the forebrain, Glu and GABA neurons are integrally involved in the
regulation of cortical activity and behaviors of arousal and sleep. It
is thus not surprising that the major anesthetics, which produce
slowing of EEG activity in association with loss of consciousness,
reflexes and postural muscle tone, act upon Glu and GABA
receptors in the brain [59]. Many anesthetics antagonize Glu
NMDA receptors which would be located upon neurons at every
level of the RF and ascending reticular activating system, including
the thalamus, hypothalamus, and BF as well as the cortex. Most
anesthetics act by potentiating or directly activating (chloride)
inhibitory currents in GABAA receptors, which would also be
present in all neurons of the arousal circuits as well as the cortex.

Fig. 3 Discharge rates of principal cell types across sleep-wake stages. Normalized average rates of firing shown with normalized average
gamma (30–60 Hz) EEG activity and EMG activity across sleep wake stages of active or attentive wake (aW), quiet wake (qW), transition to SWS
(tSWS), slow wave sleep (SWS), transition to PS (tPS), and paradoxical sleep (PS). Rates were taken from one exemplary neuron for each cell
type from neurons recorded in the basal forebrain. Cells were recorded and filled with Neurobiotin using the juxtacellular technique for
subsequent immunohistochemical identification of their neurotransmitter as GABA or (putative or identified) glutamate (Glu). They were
classified into one of four principal cell types, (W/PS-max, SWS-max, W-max, and PS-max active) or state (wsp, Wake-SWS-PS)-indifferent, by
statistical analysis of their rates in aW, SWS, and PS. (Modified with permission from Hassani et al. [36])
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Used in the treatment for insomnia, most sedative-hypnotic drugs
also act upon GABAA receptors [59–62]. Depending upon the
precise receptor sub-type upon which the drug acts, different
drugs, such as the benzodiazepine-receptor agonists and direct
GABAA receptor agonists, can act most prominently upon neurons
within particular sites, such as the thalamus or cortex, to effect
particular changes, such as enhanced spindle-like activity or slow
waves in the EEG normally associated with SWS. However, since
these GABAA receptor acting drugs would nonetheless affect
multiple target neurons with different roles in wake-sleep states,
these drugs cannot and do not induce natural sleep. For this
reason, hypnotic agents have been and are being developed for
the treatment of insomnia that act more specifically as antagonists
of the neuromodulatory arousal systems that are selective in their
roles in arousal and the W state.

NEURONS UTILIZING NEUROMODULATORS REGULATE
AROUSAL AND SLEEP CIRCUITS
Since early pharmacological studies followed by histochemical
and then specific lesion studies pioneered by Jouvet, the
important role of ACh and monoamines as neuromodulators in
wake-sleep states was revealed in the last century [30]. Indeed, in
these original studies, it was believed that the neuromodulatory
systems could generate the sleep-wake states.

Acetylcholine neurons
ACh was first proposed to be the major neurotransmitter/
modulator of the ascending reticular activating system [63] with
projections from the brainstem ascending into the thalamus and
ventrally up to the BF where other ACh fibers ascended into the
cortex. Although the ascending activating system is now better
understood to be comprised predominantly of Glu and GABA
neurons (above), the ACh neurons are still considered to play a
very important role in cortical activation, as has been the subject
of many studies over the past 50 years [64, 65]. At the level of the
cortex, ACh was shown to elicit fast cortical activity and prevent
slow wave activity through ACh muscarinic receptors [66].
Blocking AChM receptors with atropine blocked fast cortical
activity which occurs during W and PS without preventing
movement or behavioral arousal [67]. ACh release from the cortex
occurred with cortical activation during W and PS and was
minimal during SWS [68]. Using juxtacellular recording and
labeling for immunohistochemical identification of the recorded
neurons, BF ACh neurons were found to discharge at maximal
rates in association with fast gamma and theta EEG activity during
W and PS and to be virtually silent during SWS [69] (Fig. 4). The
virtual silence of ACh neurons with SWS is likely a prerequisite for
slow wave activity on the cortex. The BF ACh neurons are thus
W/PS-max active neurons, as are also a major proportion of
intermingled Glu and GABA neurons, which however, unlike the

Fig. 4 Discharge of an acetylcholine (ACh) basal forebrain (BF) neuron across sleep-wake states. A Record of a neuron labeled by juxtacellular
technique with Neurobiotin (Nb) and identified by immunohistochemistry for choline acetyltransferase (ChAT) as cholinergic in the
magnocellular preoptic nucleus (MCPO) of the rat. As evident in 10 s traces (above), the unit fired during aW, virtually ceased firing during
SWS, resumed firing during tPS, and discharged maximally during PS. As evident in expanded 0.5 s traces (below), the unit discharged in
rhythmic bursts of spikes with theta EEG activity that was present intermittently during periods of aW, toward the end of tPS and continuously
during PS. B Average discharge rate (Hz) across the sleep-wake states and transitions (t) of the same cell. Avg, average; aW, active wake; EEG,
electroencephalogram; EMG, electromyogram; PF, prefrontal cortex; PS, paradoxical sleep; qW, quiet wake; RS, retrosplenial cortex; SWS, slow
wave sleep; tPS, transition to PS; tSWS transition to SWS. Bar for horizontal scale: 1 s. Bar for vertical scales: 1 mV for EEG/EMG and 1.5 mV for
Unit. (Reprinted with permission from Lee et al. [69])
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ACh neurons, are functionally heterogeneous (above) [36] (Figs. 2
and 3). Using optogenetic tagging techniques for identifying the
neurons being recorded, the activity of BF ACh neurons across
wake-sleep states has recently been confirmed [57], and specific
optogenetic or chemogenetic activation of the ACh neurons
found to suppress slow waves and stimulate cortical fast activity
with W and/or albeit more rarely PS [70–72]. Chemogenetic
activation of all GABA or parvalbumin GABA BF neurons also
elicited wake with fast gamma cortical activity [72, 73]. The effect
of stimulating all GABA (or parvalbumin) or all Glu neurons in any
region likely reflects the role of the predominant functional cell
type (above), which for the BF cell population is W/PS-max-active
cells, however such effects do not allow revelation of the roles of
other minor GABA (or parvalbumin) and Glu functional cell types.
On the other hand, pharmacological activation of the BF cell
population has manifested the concerted actions of the different
GABA, Glu along with the ACh functional cell types, since they
respond differentially to agonists of the monoamine (MA) arousal
systems [74, 75]. Thus whereas BF ACh neurons are depolarized
and excited by NA through Aα1Rs, other nonACh BF neurons,
including identified sleep-active GABA neurons [51], are hyperpo-
larized and inhibited by NA through Aα2Rs (Fig. 2). Microinjection
of NA into the BF evoked prolonged cortical activation with
increased fast gamma EEG activity and W [76]. Thus, the BF ACh
neurons play a primary role in stimulating cortical activation
during W and PS but do so in concert with other intermingled
GABA and Glu neurons which comprise different functional cell
types that respond differentially to neuromodulators of the
arousal circuits.
Like the BF ACh neurons, the PMT ACh neurons also discharge

with cortical activation during W and PS with muscle atonia as W/
PS-max active neurons [77] (Figs. 1 and 2). Recent studies applying
optogenetic or chemogenetic techniques have confirmed these
findings of the ACh neuronal discharge while also demonstrating
that their stimulation elicits cortical activation including high
gamma and theta EEG activity along with W and in some cases PS
while diminishing slow wave activity and SWS [78–80]. Located in
the laterodorsal tegmental (LDT), SubLDT, and pedunculopontine
tegmental nuclei, the PMT ACh neurons were originally consid-
ered to be components of the RF (above). In this regard, they fit
with the neurons of the RFMes, discharging in association with
cortical activation, as components of the ascending reticular
activating system. The ACh neurons also project rostrally into the
intralaminar and midline nonspecific thalamo-cortical projection
system which they excite through nicotinic and AChM1 receptors
[81]. As in the BF, the ACh neurons are intermingled with
equivalent numbers of Glu and GABA neurons in the PMT, which
were also found to comprise different functional cell types, mostly
W/PS-max, like the ACh neurons, but also PS-max among the Glu
and GABA neurons and W-max among the Glu neurons [77].
Whereas chemogenetic stimulation of the ACh PMT neurons
evoked cortical activation without enhancing the amount of W,
that of Glu neurons evoked prolonged cortical activation together
with behavioral arousal and W [79].
Primarily from pharmacological studies, ACh has long been

known to play an important role in generating PS [30, 82].
Microinjections of the ACh receptor agonists (carbachol or
bethanochol) into the pontine RF elicited PS with muscle atonia
which was dependent upon AChM2Rs [83]. Since no PMT ACh
neurons were found to discharge specifically during PS, whereas
all discharged during both W and PS [77], it was concluded that
the PMT ACh neurons may exert an inhibitory action through
AChM2Rs upon those RF neurons which normally stimulate
muscle tone and movement during W. Indeed, large presumed
Glu neurons are distributed through the pontomesencephalic RF
which bear AChM2Rs [11] (Fig. 2). From early pharmacological
studies, it was known that the cholinesterase inhibitor, physos-
tigmine, could elicit PS, but only following depletion of the

monoamines with reserpine [84]. It was conceived that in absence
of input upon these Glu neurons from other neuromodulators of
the arousal circuits, including importantly NA and orexin (Orx)
(below), muscle atonia associated with cortical activation would
occur under the influence of ACh neurons during PS.
Although cytotoxic lesions of the PMT cholinergic cell area

resulted in a loss of PS with muscle atonia that was correlated with
the proportion of ACh neurons destroyed, these lesions included
nonACh neurons of the PMT in the cat [85]. As in the BF
cholinergic cell area, the Glu and GABA neurons in the PMT
cholinergic cell area comprise neurons which discharge maximally
during PS, as PS-max active neurons in rats [77]. Some of these
likely correspond to PS-active neurons described previously in the
cat [86] and more recently in mice [87] that were purported to be
most concentrated in the SubCoeruleus and SubLDT region. In
studies employing c-Fos, PS-active neurons in this region (also
called Sublaterodorsal, SLD) were identified predominantly as Glu
and as projecting caudally to the medullary RF where GABA/
glycine (Gly) neurons have been identified, which project to the
spinal cord to inhibit motor neurons [88–90]. GABA and Glycine
have both been shown to be involved in the direct inhibition of
motor neurons during PS [91, 92]. The region of the medullary RF
where GABA/Gly spinally projecting neurons are located [12]
corresponds to that which Magoun and Rhines had originally
identified by electrical stimulation as having the capacity to effect
motor inhibition [93]. Recent optogenetic studies of GABA
neurons in the medullary RF suggested that these neurons could
generate PS [94] and would act in part by inhibiting other W-
active GABA neurons in the midbrain ventrolateral periaqueductal
gray (vlPAG) that prevent PS [95]. Yet again here in the medulla
and midbrain, GABA (or Gly) inhibitory neurons may play different
roles depending upon their activity profile [96], local and distant
projections and receptors to the neuromodulators. From c-Fos
studies, it is apparent that there are GABA PS-active neurons in
some regions and GABA W-active neurons in other regions or
overlapping in the same region of the brainstem [97–100]. These
different GABA cell types could be respectively involved in
promoting PS with muscle atonia or conversely W with muscle
tone and behavioral arousal (Figs. 2 and 3). Indeed, whereas there
is evidence that presumed Glu neurons in the SubLDT (or SLD)
which promote muscle atonia are excited by ACh through
AChM1Rs [101], GABA neurons in the pontine and mesencephalic
RF (PnO and RFMes, along with adjacent vlPAG), which are active
during W and can prevent muscle atonia with PS, appear to be
inhibited by ACh through AChM2Rs [11, 100] (below).
From pharmacological studies in humans and animals, it is

known that agents which enhance cholinergic transmission can
enhance REM or PS and with that, exacerbate narcolepsy with
cataplexy [102]. Many drugs used in the treatment of narcolepsy
and cataplexy have anticholinergic actions (below). Anticholiner-
gic agents also comprise certain anesthetics which by blocking
nicotinic or ACHM1Rs or by decreasing ACh release are associated
with loss of cortical activation and consciousness [103].

Noradrenaline and dopamine neurons
Pharmacological evidence had indicated in the last century that
the catecholamines in the brain would play an important role in
arousal, like those in the sympathetic nervous system do in the
body [30]. Following mapping of the catecholamine neurons in
the brain, the role of NA and DA neurons was examined by lesions
in rats [104] and cats [30, 105]. Whereas lesions of ascending NA
projections were associated with decreases in cortical activation
with W, lesions of DA neurons in the ventral mesencephalon did
not diminish cortical activation but resulted in akinesia or deficits
in behavioral arousal [105].
In neuroanatomical studies, it was revealed that the NA locus

coeruleus (LC) neurons were different from other neurons of the
brainstem RF because they give rise to highly diffuse projections
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that reach multiple targets through the brainstem, spinal cord,
thalamus, hypothalamus, BF, and the entire cortical mantle [9].
Moreover, like adrenergic neurons of the sympathetic nervous
system, the NA LC neurons send highly collateralized fibers
bearing varicosities from which NA can be released in a
nonsynaptic or paracrine fashion onto target neurons throughout
these regions [106]. The NA neurons thus appeared to represent in
their structure a central sympathetic system or the central
substrate for an arousal system that could simultaneously
stimulate cortical activation and behavioral arousal. And indeed,
in single unit recording studies in the rat in which the NA neurons
form a compact homogeneous nucleus in the LC, they were
discovered to discharge during W and in association with
behavioral arousal, to diminish firing during SWS and become
silent during PS [107] (Fig. 2). Their discharge preceded the
transition from PS to W with muscle tone, suggesting that they
would play a pivotal role in that transition. It was originally
believed that such an arousal circuit would be essential for
maintaining W [30], yet following extensive lesions of NA neurons
and depletion of NA in the cortex, W was not even significantly
decreased to great surprise [108]. Previous effects of lesions of the
NA ascending fibers in the midbrain necessitated a reinterpreta-
tion which recognized the importance of other presumably Glu
neurons in the RFMes. This result was only the first to indicate that
NA LC neurons are not essential for W, but also allowed the
conclusion that they nonetheless play a very potent role in
stimulating W with cortical activation and behavioral arousal. This
role was prominently demonstrated in recent optogenetic studies
in which activation of the NA LC neurons during SWS led to
immediate cortical activation and behavioral arousal along with
locomotion in mice [109]. The neuromodulatory role of the NA
neurons would entail enlistment of other neurons of the
neuromodulatory arousal system (see below) but also Glu and
GABA neurons through the RF, thalamus, and reticular core
including the BF. Indeed in the BF (above), the ACh neurons along
with other nonACh neurons are depolarized and excited by NA
through Aα1Rs. Conversely, NA inhibits some nonACh BF and POA
neurons, including GABA sleep-active neurons which are hyper-
polarized and inhibited through Aα2Rs [49–51, 75]. NA neurons
can thereby stimulate arousal and regulate wake-sleep states by
exciting other neurons of the activating and behavioral arousal
circuits and inhibiting neurons of the sleep circuits.
It has been well known that amphetamine, which acts by

release of catecholamines, elicits a very strong and prolonged
arousal including cortical activation and behavioral arousal with
stereotypic motor behaviors. It was thus even more surprising to
learn that NA LC lesions in the cat also did not alter quantitatively
or qualitatively, the prolonged W produced by amphetamine
[108]. These results demonstrated the important role of DA
neurons of the substantia nigra (SN) and ventral tegmental area
(VTA) in promoting arousal and W. Yet, recordings of presumed
DA neurons in the mesencephalon indicated that in contrast to
the NA LC neurons, the DA neurons did not change their average
rate of discharge across the states of W, SWS, and PS [110]. On the
other hand, c-Fos studies indicated that the DA SN and VTA
neurons were more active during W and PS than during SWS
[111]. Indeed, it became clear that DA neurons change their mode
of firing across states from a burst like discharge during W, to a
single spike mode during SWS and a burst like discharge during PS
that was similar to that occurring during appetitive W behaviors
[112]. The DA neurons are thus very different from LC neurons,
perhaps because they do not appear to directly increase muscle
tone and movement by their predominantly ascending projec-
tions into the forebrain thalamus, reticular core, striatal structures,
and cortex [113]. On the other hand, they may be active during W
and PS, as many neurons are (Fig. 2) in association with central
activation of sensory-motor circuits which are peripherally
inhibited during PS and dreaming. Recent studies employing

fiber photometry with Ca++ indicators expressed in DA VTA
neurons confirmed that DA neurons discharge across the wake/
sleep cycle but show pronounced population cell activity during
W with behavioral arousal and PS [114]. Optogenetic activation of
DA VTA neurons in these studies evoked W with behavioral
arousal and prevented sleep along with sleep preparatory
behaviors. Conversely, optogenetic inhibition promoted sleep
preparatory behaviors and enhanced sleep. Indeed, these results
confirm a critical role of DA neurons in arousal and W, as would be
expected from pharmacological studies.
The primary drugs utilized in the treatment of narcolepsy

comprise amphetamine-like drugs or more recently modafinil
[115], which was also shown to enhance DA release while
additionally acting through other adrenergic receptors [116]. NA
and DA must accordingly be viewed as important contingents of
the arousal circuits. Though neither may be necessary, both are
important potentiators of cortical activation and behavioral
arousal of active and attentive W (Fig. 2).

Serotonin neurons
From the results of extensive pharmacological and lesion studies,
Jouvet concluded years ago that serotonin raphe neurons played
a determinant role in SWS [30]. Depletion of serotonin by drugs or
lesions of the raphe nuclei resulted in almost complete insomnia.
Yet, single unit recording studies found that the serotonin neurons
discharged during W and decreased firing during SWS to become
silent during PS, like NA LC neurons [117]. From recording studies
examining the role of serotonin neurons of the different raphe
nuclei, which are distributed along the midline through the
medulla, pons, and midbrain with differential spinal and forebrain
projections (including the dorsal raphe, DR, nucleus, Fig. 2), it
became clear that serotonin neurons are W-active neurons that
may nonetheless play different roles from the NA LC neurons in W
[118]. The raphe neurons were thus not found to respond to
sensory stimulation or discharge with peripheral sympathetic
activation, as NA neurons do, but were found to discharge with
movement, particularly movements driven by rhythmic pattern
generators which may be associated with dampening of sensory
inputs. Through its inhibitory action upon BF ACh neurons,
opposite the excitatory action of NA [119], serotonin can reduce
cortical gamma activity [76], which would also be associated with
diminished sensory responsiveness. Nonetheless, the role of
serotonin in arousal and sleep remains incompletely understood.
What is clear is that serotonin also inhibits PMT ACh neurons and
can thereby prevent PS with muscle atonia [120]. It is likely for this
reason that the antidepressant drugs which block serotonin
reuptake can be associated with incomplete loss of muscle tone
during REM sleep or REM sleep behavior disorder in humans [121]
and can also be used to treat narcolepsy with cataplexy [115].

Histamine neurons
Like NA LC neurons, HA neurons were found to have their cell
bodies clustered together in a small nucleus, the TMN near the PH
[122] and thus in a region considered to be part of the activating
system. Also like NA LC neurons, the HA neurons give rise to
diffuse projections into the forebrain, including up to the cerebral
cortex. Lesions or pharmacological inactivation of the PH and TMN
produced a very marked hypersomnia, which could be attributed
in part to the suppression or loss of HA neurons [123]. Recording
of identified HA TMN neurons revealed them to discharge
specifically during W and particularly during attentive W in
mice [124]. They differed from NA LC neurons, also recorded
in mice [125], in that their discharge did not precede the transition
from SWS or PS to W and only responded to sensory stimuli if they
elicited attention. A role for HA neurons in attentive W was also
apparent in mice in which the gene for histidine decarboxylase
was knocked out [126]. Although these mice did not show
decreases in the amount of W, they did show deficits in theta EEG
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activity during W along with lack of behavioral attention to salient
stimuli.
A role for HA neurons in cortical activation and attentive W has

been known for years in view of the effects of anti-HA medications
[61, 62]. Yet, despite H1 receptor antagonist actions of these
drugs, which are responsible for the increased slow wave activity,
most of the anti-HA drugs, like many of the drugs prescribed for
insomnia, also act on other arousal systems, including ACh, NA,
DA, and serotonin transmission.
This pharmacological principle converges with the findings

from lesion studies (above) that although each neuromodulatory
system contributes to arousal, no one system has proven to be
essential for the maintenance of W, as evident through lesion
studies (above) [85, 105, 108, 127–129].

Orexin neurons
Having learned that no one arousal system appeared to be
necessary for the maintenance of W, it was very surprising when it
was discovered that mice lacking the gene for the peptide Orx or
(hypocretin, Hcrt) [130] and dogs lacking the gene for the
receptors to Orx (Hcrt or Orx 2R) [131]) manifested the inability to
maintain W with muscle tone or what characterizes the disorder of
narcolepsy with cataplexy. It was subsequently discovered that
patients with this disease show a loss of the Orx neurons
associated with diminished levels of Orx in cerebrospinal fluid

[132, 133]. Intracerebroventricular administration of Orx can
overcome narcolepsy with cataplexy and stimulate prolonged W
in Orx KO mice [134]. Neurons containing Orx are located in the
PH, tuberal hypothalamus and LH and give rise to diffuse
projections throughout the brain including up to the cerebral
cortex and down into the spinal cord [135, 136]. They innervate
and excite through exclusively excitatory receptors (Orx1 and 2R)
all the other neurons of the arousal systems, including those of the
RF [11], midline and intralaminar thalamic nuclei [137], BF and
PMT ACh neurons [138, 139], NA LC neurons [140], DA VTA
neurons [141], serotonin DR neurons [142], and HA TMN neurons
[143]. They also release Glu from a certain proportion of their
varicosities [144, 145]. Utilizing juxtacellular recording and labeling
with immunohistochemical identification, the Orx neurons in the
LH were found to discharge selectively during W and particularly
during aW in association with muscle tone and movement [146]
(Figs. 1, 2, and 5). They were essentially silent during SWS and PS
but increased their discharge prior to transitions to W from these
states, seemingly driving or participating in the transition to
arousal. In recent studies employing optogenetics, specific
photoactivation of the Orx neurons shortened transitions to W
from SWS and PS [147]. In examining the important effectors of
this response, it was learned that the NA LC neurons were critically
involved [148]. The Orx neurons are also excited by the NA
neurons, since NA depolarizes the Orx neurons through Aα1Rs

Fig. 5 Discharge of an orexin (Orx) lateral hypothalamus (LH) neuron across sleep-wake states. A Record of a neuron labeled by juxtacellular
technique with Neurobiotin (Nb) and identified by immunohistochemistry for Orx in the rat. As evident in 10 s traces (above), the unit fired
during W and was virtually silent during SWS, tPS, and PS. As evident in an expanded trace (of ~4 s, below), the unit discharged during active
W (aW) and increased firing phasically in association with increases in muscle tone seen on the EMG. B Average discharge rate (Hz) across the
sleep-wake states and transitions (t) of the same cell. Avg, average; aW, active wake; EEG, electroencephalogram; EMG, electromyogram; PF,
prefrontal cortex; PS, paradoxical sleep; qW, quiet wake; RS, retrosplenial cortex; SWS, slow wave sleep; tPS, transition to PS; tSWS transition to
SWS. Horizontal scale bar: 1 s. Vertical scale bar: 1 mV for EEG, 0.5 mV for EMG, and 2mV for unit. (Reprinted with permission from Lee et al.
[146])
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(Fig. 2) [149]. The Orx neurons thus appear to represent a central
hub within the neuromodulatory arousal circuits [150, 151]. Orx
receptors are found on the most large presumed Glu neurons, but
also on some GABA neurons in the pontine and RFMes [11]. In fact,
it would appear that the Orx input would enforce W through
excitation of some GABA neurons which are W active and involved
in preventing PS with muscle atonia [94, 95, 100, 152] (below).
The critical role of Orx in maintaining arousal with muscle tone

which is lost in patients with narcolepsy and cataplexy has yet to
be replaced by drugs for treatment of this disorder, since peptides
do not cross the blood–brain barrier. On the other hand,
antagonists of Orx1 and 2 receptors have been successfully
developed and proven in animal studies and trials to be effective
for the treatment of insomnia. Indeed, as antagonists of this most
important hub in the arousal circuits, the dual receptor
antagonists facilitate sleep without any of the side effects
associated with the GABAA R agonists [153].

MCH neurons
Neurons containing melanin-concentrating hormone (MCH) are
distributed in the hypothalamus in an overlapping manner with
the Orx neurons (Fig. 2). They also give rise to relatively diffuse
projections through the brain including the cortex [154]. MCH has
a predominantly inhibitory influence on synaptic transmission
[155], and MCH neurons may also release GABA from a proportion
of their terminals [156, 157]. Through c-Fos studies, it first
appeared that the MCH neurons were active in a reciprocal
manner to the Orx neurons, since c-Fos was expressed during W
enforced by sleep deprivation (SD) in the Orx neurons, whereas it
was expressed during sleep recovery (SR) in the MCH neurons
[158, 159]. Moreover, intraventricular administration of MCH
elicited sleep with enhanced PS [158]. With juxtacellular recording
and labeling, the MCH neurons in the LH were found to discharge
only during sleep, at lower rates during SWS and higher rates
during PS and in a profile which was reciprocal to that of the Orx
neurons, suggesting that MCH neurons would promote sleep,
whereas Orx neurons promote W and arousal [160]. Recently,
optogenetic activation of the MCH neurons elicited sleep and
particularly PS [157, 161], though increases in SWS were also
reported [162]. That MCH neurons may be an important
modulator in sleep circuits is also reinforced by the finding that
MCH neurons are inhibited by NA through Aα2Rs, whereas Orx
neurons are normally excited by NA through Aα1Rs [149] (Fig. 2).

HOMEOSTATIC REGULATION OF AROUSAL AND SLEEP
CIRCUITS
Obviously, not all GABA neurons are sleep active and promoting,
nor are all Glu neurons wake active and promoting, but instead,
depending upon their receptors and target neurons, comprise
heterogeneous groups of sleep and wake-active neurons operat-
ing within local and distant networks in the brainstem and
forebrain (above). On the other hand, all neurons of the arousal
circuits are subject to inhibition by local or distant GABA neurons,
which as shown for the NA LC neurons [163–165], as well as for DA
VTA neurons, Orx LH and other Glu neurons [166–169], can
regulate their level of discharge in association with arousal but
also cause the reduction or cessation of their discharge during
sleep. Sleep and conversely, W have been shown to be
homeostatically regulated, such that deprivation of sleep is
followed by SR with an increase in sleep and decrease in W, as
demonstrated years ago by Borbely et al. [170, 171], in humans
and rats. The activity of individual neurons is also homeostatically
regulated, such that prolonged increases in activity are followed
by decreases in excitability and activity, which are associated with
increases in GABAA receptors and consequent increases in
inhibitory currents on the cells [172–174]. Conversely, cessation
of activity is followed by increases in excitability and activity,

which are associated with decreases in GABAA receptors and
consequent decreases in inhibitory currents on the cells [175].
These principles of homeostatic regulation at the cellular level
most likely underlie the homeostatic regulation of sleep and W.
Given that Orx and MCH neurons manifest reciprocal profiles of

discharge across the wake/sleep cycle, it was deemed likely that
they should undergo differential changes in excitability and thus
in GABA receptors following enforced W with SD, if the principle of
homeostatic regulation of neurons according to their activities
holds true [176]. Indeed, it was found that whereas the wake-
active Orx neurons showed increases in both GABAA and GABAB

receptors [176, 177], the sleep-active MCH neurons showed
decreases in these receptors with SD, the control levels of which
were restored in each case following SR [176]. The increases in
GABAA receptors on the Orx neurons were associated with
increased sensitivity of the Orx neurons to GABAA agonists [177].
These results indicated that homeostatic bidirectional changes in
GABAARs occur in arousal and sleep circuits as a function of their
state selective activities. This same principle was found to apply to
other wake-active cell groups, including BF ACh neurons [178],
motor neurons [179], and excitatory cortical neurons [180].
In addition, it was found that homeostatic changes could also

occur in receptors to the neuromodulators. In Orx neurons, the
excitatory action of NA through Aα1Rs found in control conditions
was changed to an inhibitory action of NA through Aα2Rs
following SD in brain slices of mice [181, 182]. This change in the
action of NA likely reflects mobilization of the Aα2Rs to the
membrane in the Orx neurons, which do appear to contain both
Aα1 and Aα2 receptors [183], in contrast to the MCH neurons
which contain only Aα2Rs [159].
Homeostatic changes in inhibitory receptors have also been

documented upon the GABA wake-active neurons in the RFMes
[100], which together with those in the vlPAG [184], comprise
neurons that prevent the occurrence of PS and muscle atonia
(above). In this case, GABAA and AChM2 receptors were found to
increase on the membrane of GABA neurons in the RFMes that
were active during enforced W with SD, as evident by c-Fos
expression (Fig. 6). These increases were restored to control levels
with SR, during which PS with muscle atonia was increased.
The homeostatic changes in receptors to the amino acid

neurotransmitters and neuromodulatory receptors associated with
wake-sleep state alterations have major implications for the
manifestation and treatment of sleep disorders. First, sleep deficits
or deprivation are associated with increases in sleepiness with EEG
slow wave activity and also decreases in muscle tone [185, 186]
and in narcoleptic patients are associated with increased
propensity to attacks of narcolepsy with cataplexy [102]. These
changes could be explained by homeostatic increases in inhibitory
receptors and resulting decreases in excitability and activity of the
neurons in the arousal circuits that promote cortical activation and
behavioral arousal with muscle tone. That changes in GABA
receptors would be fundamental to these alterations with SD is
supported by the finding that certain GABA receptor agonist
anesthetics can replace SR [187]. Moreover, one of the major lines
of treatment for narcolepsy with cataplexy is the administration of
gamma-hydroxybutyrate, which acts on GABAB receptors, during
the night following which narcoleptic attacks are greatly reduced
the following day [188], likely associated with reduction of GABA
receptors on the neurons of the arousal circuits, including
importantly Orx neurons.
Sleep homeostasis is also believed to be driven by adenosine,

the nucleoside which forms adenosine triphosphate (ATP),
adenosine diphosphate (ADP), and cyclic adenosine monopho-
sphate (camp) and is thus linked to energy metabolism
[65, 189, 190]. Possibly released from both neurons and glia in a
vesicular (with ATP) or nonvesicular manner dependent upon
transport, adenosine increases in the extracellular space as a
function of neural activity and following SD [191–193]. As learned
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in the last century, increased extracellular adenosine promotes
slow wave activity and SWS [194]. This action is effected through
adenosine (A)1 inhibitory receptors which are located on neurons
of the arousal circuits, including ACh, NA, HA, and Orx neurons,
and which have been shown to increase on these neurons with SD

[65]. Adenosine also acts upon A2a excitatory receptors identified
upon other presumed sleep-promoting neurons [195–197].
Accumulation of extracellular adenosine and increases in adeno-
sine receptors during SD would thus effect increasing inhibition of
the arousal circuits and excitation of the sleep circuits such as to
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enhance sleep drive and promote sleep homeostasis. It is not
surprising that caffeine, the most highly utilized stimulant in the
world, acts as an antagonist on adenosine receptors and mitigator
for the effects of SD [198].

FUTURE RESEARCH DIRECTIONS
With the new armamentarium of genetically based techniques, it
has become possible to examine in fine detail the chemical
identity of neurotransmitters, modulators, and comodulators in
arousal and sleep circuits, the discharge or activity profile of the
chemically and anatomically specified neurons in relation to state
and behavior and to activate or inactivate these neurons to
determine their role in state and behavior. As mentioned for some
of the multiple recent discoveries made with these techniques, a
better understanding of the role of Glu and GABA neurons as
comprising the basic networks of arousal and sleep circuits has
begun to emerge. There is still much to learn about the specific
roles of local and distant projections of these neurons and their
modulation by the neuromodulatory systems. With this knowl-
edge along with developments in pharmaceuticals, more specific
or better tailored drugs will become available for the treatment of
arousal and sleep disorders.
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